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The Aristocratic Military Ethos of Lndo-Europeans and
the Primordial Origins of Western Civilization
Ricardo Duchesne
rduchesn@unb.ca
Part One
Every elevation of the type "man " has hitherto
been the work of an aristocratic society ...As to how an
aristocratic society ...originates, one ought not to yield to
any humanitarian illusions: truth is hard... Men of a still
natural nature, barbarians in every fearful sense of the word,
men ofprey still in possession of an unbroken strength of
will and lustfor power, threw themselves upon weaker, more
civilized, more peaceful... or upon old mellow cultures... The
noble caste was in the beginning the barbarian caste: their
superiority lay not in their physical strength, but primarily
in their psychical— they were more complete human beings
(which, on every level, also means as much as "more
complete beasts ").
—Nietzsche
Races do not migrate, men migrate.
Oswald Spengler
The teaching of Western civilization starts with the
Greeks and rarely do people ask themselves what forces
lay behind these beginnings. But European civilization was
not created in the space of a few centuries; the roots are
deeper—by six thousand years.
—Marija Gimbutas
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2009
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I. The "first men" of the West: Democratic Citizens or
Aristocratic Warriors?
There is a prevalent belief that "the rise of the West"
commences when democratic city-states make their entrance
in the sixth century BC. The aristocratic values "extolled by
Homer" are deemed to belong to an archaic past from which
the West emerges by moving away from them.
With the destruction of Mycenaean "divine kinship"
around 1200 BC, it is argued, there came into view, after a long
"Dark Age" which lasted until about the middle of the 700s,
a government that was no longer based in the sacred powers
of a kinship system, or dominated by an aristocratic ideology
of military success, but was organized in an open manner
by "middling" members of the city (soldiers, lawmakers,
statesmen, and priests). It is claimed that the West started
when political power ceased to be the privileged of a royal
palace, when Greece saw a political society characterized by
rational argumentation, and consensual authority.
It was in the democraticpolis, we are regularly instructed,
that the Western free persona was first visible, when a citizenbody of "middling" men—men of moderate wealth—came
to view each other as equals in the sense that one's merits,
fighting abilities, and oral skills, rather than one's noble
status, or priestly lineage, came to determine one's social
standing.
This interpretation clearly recognizes that the Greek
citizen-body was not dominant in numbers and that wealthy
aristocrats continued to play an influential role in the citystate's council, despite the emergence of egalitarian attitudes
and institutions. The point is that this interpretation views
the democratic (and rational) citizen, not the aristocratic
warrior, as Greece's supreme legacy to Western civilization.
1
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Classicists have also told us that associated with this
notion of citizenship was a new value, Sophrosyne, which
means moderation or self-restraint, in contrast (apparently)
to the older aristocratic virtue of arete, which celebrated the
martial virtues of bravery and excellence in warfare.
It is worth recalling here that the root of arete is the same
as aristos, a word constantly used in ancient times to refer
to the best warriors. This virtue of moderation, it is argued,
was suitable to the life of democratic discussion in the polis,
which required self-control and "sound mind."
This new virtue challenged the elitist view of the heroic
age as a time when the social order was under the spell
of mighty and turbulent aristocrats thirsting for glory and
plunder without consideration for the pain and hardship they
brought onto the world. With this new citizen, it is claimed,
Greeks came to see the law as a human rather than as a
mysterious-religious creation; they came to see the laws as
amenable to criticism and change.
The new values of moderation and reasonableness,
including the idea that "to be in the middle was best," were
thus seen as the uniquely crucial values that inaugurated
the West. The French philosopher Philippe Nemo expresses
succinctly this consensus when he writes that the first steps
in the Western tradition were initiated in the seventh century
when Greeks started to condemn traditional aristocraticHomeric values, "claiming them to be hubris, the root cause
of disorder, injustice and violence." He adds that, as these
values were rejected, "a new entity took to the scene: the
citizens [which] knew themselves to be equal to others in
law, in reason and in dignity."
It is indeed from the Greek world of the sixth century
onwards that we customarily hear scholars speak of the
"world's first scientific thought," the "birth of rational man,"
2
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the "discovery of politics," the "invention of prose," or the
"discovery of the mind." Even classicists such as Victor
Davis Hanson and Bruce Thornton, who resist a sanitized
version of the Greek legacy, and draw attention to the
contributions of robust farmers and hoplite fighters, argue
all the same that "the core values" of Western culture—
rationalism, citizen armies, private property, and separation
between religious and political authorities—"originated in
ancient Greece during the polis period."
Hanson calls the polis period "the era roughly between
700 and 300 BC." He claims that the values of a free citizen
were not linked primarily to the rise of mercantile classes
and urbane thinkers, but to the "the rise of a novel middling
class of autonomous farmers" who owned and worked their
farms of about 10 acres at the end of the Dark Ages (1100800), and went on in the next four centuries to become the
dominant cultural force in ancient Greece.
These "yeomen" farmers were not the majority in absolute
numbers—one-third to one-half of the adult male free
residents of the Greek polis saw themselves as independent
landowners—but they revolutionized the economic, military,
and cultural life of Greece. They cultivated an ethos of
family-centered production, free choice in economic activity,
freedom from arbitrary taxes and rents, and a mentality
which favored constitutional government based on local
representation.
Thornton also speaks of "a new type of man, never seen
before in the autocratic kingdoms of the ancient Near East:
the citizen freeholder of the polis who worked and lived on his
own small plot, who held an equal place in the Assembly.. ."
He contrasts this new man engaged in a new type of "hoplite
warfare" (face-to-face battle of rank-and-file formations of
infantrymen) to the Mycenaean aristocratic warriors who
5
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fought from chariots, which, as Thornton wants to remind
us, was the same type of warfare practiced throughout Near
Eastern civilizations, which were likewise ruled by quasidivine kings and privileged "aristocracies."
But were citizen soldiers the first Western individuals?
Why do we find in Homer's Iliad, before the birth of the polis,
an aristocratic class made up of identifiable characters living
according to an ethic of individual glory and achievement?
Why do we find in the Iliad brief biographical accounts of
aristocrats and their families, in contrast to the anonymity
we tend to encounter in Near Eastern societies (and other
Eastern societies)—except for the Great King or Ruler who
appears as the sole "Master" before whom, as Thornton
otherwise likes to stress, "even the wealthiest and noblest
must grovel in obeisance."
I want to argue that individuals first come to light in
aristocratic societies, and that Mycenae, the society evoked
in Homer's Iliad, was truly aristocratic. It is in aristocratic
societies that we first discover characters zealously
preoccupied with their honor and future name, with the
judgment of other "masters" regarding their courage, skill
in war and in the hunt—as embodied with intense passion in
the figure of Homer's Achilles, a character fundamentally at
odds with any form of servility to a ruler.
But why was Mycenae uniquely aristocratic, and why
do we find in aristocratic societies the "first" individuals of
history?
Let me start answering these questions by agreeing
with Nietzsche (as a starting premise) that vitality and
creativity are the "privilege of the strong," of conquerors
and aristocrats. The vital individual in European history has
been the aristocrat. It is the aristocratic character especially
who welcomes and values the "proud, exalted states of the
9
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soul," which are experienced firsthand through "combat,
adventure, the chase, the dance, war games," and in general
all that presupposes "a strong physique, blooming, even
exuberant health...free, joyful activity.""
I will add to Nietzsche the comparative historicallybased argument that free warriors were unique to the West
and not to any other culture in the world. The individualism
of the Homeric heroes came originally from the IndoEuropean aristocrats who took over the Greek mainland in
the second millennium, and founded Mycenaean culture.
The argument of this paper is that the primordial roots of
Western individualism, and the rise of the West at large,
must be traced back to the aristocratic warlike culture of the
Indo-Europeans (IE). One key trait of aristocratic societies
is the rule of a class of men-at-arms who recognized the free
status of each other even though there is a recognized leader,
"the bravest hero."
But who were the Indo-Europeans? How were they
distinctively aristocratic and warlike? Why did they IndoEuropeanize the West but not the East?
II. Indo-Europeans as the "Other" of World History
Scholars dedicated to the study of Indo-Europeans avoid
tracing the prehistoric roots of Western civilization to them
due to their initial association with fabled claims of Aryan
racial supremacy. As I shall be documenting in detail further
down, there is no longer a need to worry about these claims.
First, the Indo-European group known as "Aryans" actually
moved into Persia and India. The name "Iran" originates from
the word "Aryan." Second, the majority scholarly opinion is
that the Indo-Europeans who spread through the continent
of Europe did not originate in the northern regions of
Scandinavia and Germany, but in the Pontic steppes located
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol60/iss60/4
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in south Russia and the Ukraine. This region is sometimes
designated as "a pathway between Asia and Europe."
No serious scholar today views Indo-Europeans as
members of the so-called "Nordic race."
Third, the arrival of the Indo-Europeans cannot be
described in terms of a "massive invasion" or wholesale
colonization of non-Indo-European cultures and peoples.
The arrival was in the shape of a sequence of migrations and
conflicts spread over a long period stretching from about 4000
BC to about 1000 BC. Neither was this movement strictly
warlike but it included a series of processes at once equally
significant in their economic and demographic origins and
consequences. Moreover, in the course of their migrations
and dispersals, the original "proto-Indo-Europeans" were
differentiated into many ethnic groups, some of which came
to have long standing cultural and ethnic interactions with
the peoples of the advanced centers of civilization in the
Near East.
The Indo-European speakers who migrated westward
into the continent we now call "Europe" also encountered
and interacted with Neolithic and early Copper Age peoples,
some of whom were "native" inhabitants of this continent
while others had migrated as farmers from the Near East
before the arrival of the Indo-Europeans.
However, there is a crucial difference, barely discussed by
specialists, in the nature of the cultural interactions between
the Indo-Europeans who migrated into the Near East and the
Indo-Europeans (IE) who migrated into "Old Europe."
The IE speakers who settled in the Near East encountered
more advanced civilizations with dense populations of nonIndo-European peoples. They were never more than "a tiny
fraction" of the population in this region, and even when
they "took over" and established their own kingdoms, as in
12
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the case of the Hittite Empire in the second century BCE,
they were eventually assimilated to the majority indigenous
cultures. The Near East was not Indo-Europeanized.
The Mycenaeans who came into Greece, on the other
hand, did manage to Indo-Europeanize Greece. While the
Mycenaeans were also a minority, they were not just "a tiny
fraction" of the population. Moreover, while the "coming of
the Greeks" cannot be characterized as a "massive invasion
of nomads," it was still a military takeover by fierce warriors
who arrived on horse-drawn chariots against a population
which had no centralized political organization (certainly
not as advanced as those already found in the Near East) and
which showed fewer signs of military prowess.
The coming of Indo-Europeans into the rest of Europe was
a more gradual, drawn-out movement, but in the end it was
an intrusive movement which resulted in the replacement,
though not complete disappearance, of indigenous languages
by Celtic, Italic, Germanic, Slavic, Baltic and Balkan
languages. There was no population replacement occasioned
by the arrival of a minority of Indo-Europeans, and in this
sense the Indo-Europeanization of Europe cannot be seen as
a racial displacement.
The real question is how do we explain the incredible
superimposition of IE languages on a majority of substrate
speakers by a minority of pastoral peoples who had expanded
over territories many times greater than their original
homelands? I disagree with the widespread reduction of
the term "Indo-European" to a linguistic category. I want to
consider what cultural markers amongst the Indo-Europeans
allowed them to superimpose their language in the first
place.
The archaic civilizations of the Near East, the city states
of Sumer, the Egyptians of the Old Kingdom, were in varying
13
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degrees bellicose. But the Indo-Europeans were a "new type"
of warlike society in the sense that "some men," not just the
king, were free to strive for personal recognition. They were,
moreover, horse-riders in possession of a more dynamic
economy which included ox-drawn wheeled wagons, cattle
rearing, and ploughs, combined with a healthier diet of
meat, bone marrow, and dairy products, which gave IndoEuropeans a more robust physical anthropology. These
economic conditions, combined with their aristocratic
temperament, were decisive in the initial restlessness of
Indo-Europeans. There have been quite a few other intense
warlike peoples—Aztecs and Iroquois, Zulus and Maori—
but these were outside the main theater of world history, and
their class structure, religious beliefs, and cultural values
were not aristocratic. The Huns, the Avars, and the Magyars
(all three ethnically-related members of the Finno-Ugric or
Uralian-Finnic languages), including the Mongols and the
Turks (related to the Altaic language group), were highly
mobile horse-mounted nomads who expanded across the
steppes from Asia to Europe. These nomads, however, came
much later, after the Indo-Europeans had already attained a
high level of civilization throughout Europe, and thus were
unable to superimpose their culture.
It is very difficult today to discuss the legacy of the IndoEuropeans due to the way they were initially linked with
the myth of Aryan supremacy. Contemporary experts are
so apprehensive about these old claims that they will reject
offhand observations such as those by the Marxist Gordon
Childe that the spread of the Indo-Europeans was rooted in
their "exceptional mental endowments." I do think it is
misleading, and plainly unfair to other cultures of the world,
to speak of the success of Indo-Europeans—approximately
half the earth's population speaks in languages that are Indo15
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European—in terms of their being, as another earlier scholar
put it, the "most gifted and the most highly imaginative
people of the ancient world."
Thousands of years ago, when the peoples of the steppes
were living in tents and riding horses, the kingdoms of
Egypt and Mesopotamia, Assyria and Babylon, were a
cosmopolitan world of cities, libraries, shops, international
trade, roads, taxes, temples and many other traits we identify
with "civilization." What I object to is the repressive manner
in which some current experts insist, to use the words of I.
M. Diakonoff, that the movements of Indo-Europeans "must
not be seen as victorious expeditions of conquerors."
We have indeed a remarkable scholarly situation: IndoEuropeans are either barely mentioned in world history
books or (when they are discussed by the experts) are
portrayed as a people who were somehow purely linguistic
in character. The preferred explanations for the spread of IE
languages are those which speak of slow migrations driven
by demographic and economic pressures, quiet hybridization
and multicultural accommodation.
Yet, when it comes to other ethnic peoples of the steppes,
such as the Huns, the Mongols, or the Turks, Western scholars
show no restraint in celebrating their "extremely mobile
cavalry forces," their "exceptionally dynamic, expansionist
culture," the "crushing defeats they imposed on forces which
outnumbered them."
Colin Renfrew has gone so far as to argue that the
indigenous peoples of Europe (and the Indus valley) were
already Indo-European speakers. He claims that IE peoples
were originally farmers from Anatolia who migrated
gradually into Europe, starting in the seventh millennium, in
the course of which they carried their Neolithic subsistence
16
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economy into the unfarmed lands of Greece and the Balkans,
and then westwards into the rest of Europe.
He observes that other Indo-Europeans pushed eastwards
towards the shores of the Black Sea, where they adopted
pastoral economies, from which place they then spread into
the eastern steppes of Asia. Only the spread of farming,
Renfrew insists, can explain the extensive and uniform
spread of IE languages in Europe. He rejects the idea that IE
speakers were a people with a mobile and expansive culture.
In the archeological sense, he writes, "culture is an artificial
construct."
The Indo-Europeans werejustplainfarmerswhocolonized
most of Europe through small-scale, peaceful occupations
of hitherto unfarmed lands over many generations, calmly
distributing their languages. Why did they migrate? Renfrew
follows a materialist explanation according to which the
economic transition from foraging to farming in Anatolia
led to an increase in food production, which in turn led to
population growth, which eventually created demographic
pressures for the colonization of "unfarmed" habitats. The
notion that pastoral horsemen had anything to do with the
dispersal of IE languages, he concludes, is simply "a modern
myth."
J. R Mallory offers a far more credible appraisal in
his work, In Search of the Indo-Europeans, Language,
Archeology and Myth (1989), viewed by the scholarly
community as one of the best syntheses to be published on
this whole question. I agree with Mallory that Renfrew's
argument is "one of the least likely hypotheses." Yet, for
all the insights contained in Mallory's book, as we shall see
below, he bends over backwards too much trying to avoid
any interpretation that might conjure up an image of IndoEuropeans as horse-riding warriors storming into Asia and
21
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lording over Semites, Hurrians, and the pre-Indo-European
inhabitants of Old Europe.
He follows the prevailing paradigm that the "most secure
legacy of the Indo-Europeans is to be found in the languages
spoken by over two billion people in the world." The other
legacy he mentions is that of horse domestication, and
perhaps wheeled vehicles. "[TJhere are few...achievements
that we can credit to the Proto-Indo-Europeans."
Robert Drews also provides a first-rate analysis of IE
speakers in his widely acknowledged book, The Coming of
the Greek, Indo-European Conquests in the Aegean and the
Near East (1988). In one respect this book seems quite daring
in reviving the old interpretation that the Indo-Europeans
did come as invaders into the Near East and Greece. In a
carefully constructed argument, Drews concludes that IndoEuropeans were largely responsible for the development of
chariot warfare, and that it was mastery of this new type of
warfare that allowed them to achieve their military victories
in the middle centuries of the second millennium B.C.
For all this, however, Drews also perceives the IE
peoples as having played no significant historical role apart
from their initiation of chariot warfare. He informs that a
mere few decades after the IE charioteers arrived there were
countless chariots clashing throughout the Near East. The
distinctive cultural element of the Indo-Europeans is thus
restricted to a short-term advantage in the employment of a
military gadget.
There is one celebrated scholar, however, who has
insisted, in no uncertain terms, that the IE peoples were a
warlike pastoral culture which superimposed itself on the
old native cultures of Europe in successive stages. Her name
is Marija Gimbutas (1921-1994), and her basic argument has
come to be known as the "Kurgan Hypothesis."
25
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She was the first scholar who brought together both
linguistic and archeological evidence to argue for a PonticCaspian steppe origin for the Indo-Europeans. She identified
the Proto-IE homeland with what she named a "Kurgan"
tradition of burial mounds in the Pontic steppes (southern
Ukraine/Russia). She excavated evidence showing that these
burials were generally confined to male warriors, kings and
chieftains, accompanied by their arrows, spears, and knives.
She further argued that the culture of Indo-Europeans
was patriarchal, predominantly pastoral, and highly mobile,
and that its religion was "sky-oriented...with warrior gods
of thundering and shining sky.. .its gods equipped with lethal
weapons." The Indo-Europeans "glorified the swiftness of
arrow and spear and the sharpness of the blade." "Death in
battle was glorified."
Now, in what is the more controversial (and speculative)
component of her work, she claimed that the "belief
systems" of Old Europe were "diametrically opposed" to the
culture of the Indo-European world; adding that this drastic
contrast in belief systems indicated that the arrival of the
Indo-Europeans in Europe was in the form of a "collision"
of civilizations.
Gimbutas argued that the civilization of Old Europe was
based on a complex religious and artistic system of goddessworship or chthonic goddess religion, rendered in tens of
thousands of figurines, which reflected the centrality of
women in religious and cultural life; "life-giving" and "lifeprotecting" images, both anthropomorphic and zoomorphic,
fertility/birth, death/regeneration. She observed that Old
European symbols were "intimately related to the moist earth,
to her life-giving waters, to female regenerative organs."
This was a matrilineal and "gynandric" culture, as
reflected in the burials which were indicative of a strong
26
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belief in cyclic regeneration; graves were oval, egg-shaped,
oven-shaped, and uterus-shaped. She concluded that, whereas
Indo-Europeans were violent, patriarchal and "androcratic"
societies, Old Europeans were peaceful, egalitarian, and
expressive of an earth-based spirituality.
For thousands of years Old Europeans were living quite
well in harmonious interaction, "of humans in nature, and of
men and women with each other as complementary"—until
horse-riding warriors from the Kurgan Culture of the Pontic
steppe came in three massive waves during the period 45002500 BC, and dominated this "Old European kin-group
society" with their hierarchical social structure and their
"sky-oriented pantheon of warriors."
The ideas of Gimbutas on the culture of Old Europe
gained wide acceptance among feminists who were attracted
to the notion of a female-centered ancient Europe brought
down by aggressive patriarchal males. But many leading
archeologists and anthropologists have pointed to the lack
of clear evidence supporting her claim that women played
a central role in the social structure and the myths of Old
Europe. Some called her portrayal of Old Europe "a bit of
a dream world," and insisted that, contrary to her claims,
the cultures of Old Europe built fortified sites that indicated
the presence of warfare. They also pointed to evidence of
weapons, including of human sacrifice, hierarchy, and social
inequality.
On the other hand, Gimbutas's "Kurgan Invasion"
Hypothesis has fared rather well in the scholarly world;
Mallory writes that it "has been accepted by many
archeologists and linguists, in part or in total..."
My view is that, as much as current scholars have
downplayed or condemned the contributions of IndoEuropeans, it is possible to use the claims and the evidence
28
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contained in the leading books and articles to produce a
view of the Indo-Europeans as a people whose impact on the
prehistory of Europe was extremely significant.
I disagree with Gimbutas's idyllic portrayal of Old
Europe, but I believe that the scholarly consensus does
point to a view of the Indo-Europeans as a more warlike,
aggressive, and mobile culture than the Old-Europeans. I
will try to expand on this view by putting together the claims
of the leading scholars and expressing them in a forthright
manner.
32

III. The Distinctive Indo-Europeanization of the West
No issue has aroused more controversy than deciding
the original geographical location of Proto-Indo-Europeans.
It was none other than the Marxist Gordon Childe (18921957), author of the widely read books, What Happened in
History (1942), and Man Makes Himself (1936), who first
placed the Indo-European homeland in southern Russia,
particularly the steppes that run from above the Black Sea
to the Lower Volga and the Caspian. He thus challenged
the popular northern European hypothesis which placed the
original homeland in Scandinavia, along the Baltic, or the
North Sea.
Some decades later, Gimbutas gave further confirmation
to Childe's hypothesis by identifying the original homeland
with the widespread Kurgan culture of barrow-burials in
the steppe lands of the Ukraine. Mallory has agreed with
Gimbutas's location, though he prefers to use the term
"Pontic-Caspian Steppe." He rejects Gamkrelidze's argument
(which is close to Renfrew's) that the original homeland
was around eastern Anatolia, the southern Caucasus, northwestern Iran, and Armenia, a view which he says is "wholly
without archeological support."
33
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It is extremely important to understand that the PonticCaspian steppe located north of the Caucasus is but one part
of a vast expanse of steppe which extends from China to
Europe. This stretch of grassland which extends for 7000
kilometers and averages 500 miles in depth may be described
as the main land-highway of world history, serving as a
corridor for bands of horsemen-pastoralists throughout time:
Cimmerians, Scythians, Sarmatians, Alans, Huns, Magyars,
Turks, and Mongols.
Within this long zone of open steppe, the Indo-Europeans
were located between the Volga crossing and the Carpathian
narrows, which some view as the principal overland
passageway connecting Asia and Europe. This area, with its
focal point at the waterway of the Dnieper, where the steppe
corridor connects to the Black Sea trade-route, was fiercely
contested by all who came because it presented itself as the
point of transition between the settled lands to the West and
the open steppes to the East. Geographers have distinguished
between a high and a low steppe, respectively east and west
of the Pamirs, with the "gradient" thus running westward in
the direction in which the grazing and the climate improves.
This geography tended to encourage migration towards the
Middle East and Europe.
Another crucial environmental feature of Europe's
unique relationship to the world's highway is that the Pontic
steppe actually forms part of what is known as the "great
European plain" which stretches without interruption for
over 2,400 miles from the Urals to the Atlantic; and since
the Ural mountains are no real barriers, this plain is therefore
connected to the entire extension of the steppe that stretches
to China. Overall the peoples who settled on the plains were
not well protected by natural limits; they had to learn to be
35
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aggressive, stay aggressive, or be threatened by the constant
movement and migration of nomadic tribes.
The earliest evidence for the domestic horse comes from
the Pontic-Caspian region, or from south Ukraine, after 4800
BC. There is abundant evidence of the presence of horses
across this region during the fourth to third millennium,
whereas there is barely any evidence of horses in the Near
East during this period. The horse came "from the outside"
into Anatolia; it was diffused through the Caucasus into
Southwest Asia from the Pontic-Caspian region.
Possession of domesticated horses had reached Iran by
3000 BC. The horse was "at home" in the open steppes
from central Asia to the Carpathian Basin in central Europe.
In this open environment, the horse, with its keen eyesight,
its herd instinct, and its ability to move in a fast and sustained
manner, was able to protect itself from predators. Although
the initial domesticated horses were small, pony-like animals
(130-140 centimeters) there is some evidence which points
to the use of bits from as early as 3700 BC, or before, which
means that the horse may have been used as a pack animal,
for light traction, and for riding.
While it is true, as we shall see shortly, that the effective
use of horses for military purposes was made possible later
by the year 2000 BC, with the invention of wheel chariots,
and that mounted combat in terms of fast, controlled, and
sustained gallop was made possible later during the first
millennium, horse-riding per se enhanced the "strategic"
mobility of pastoralists.
Drews questions Gimbutas's claim that wheeled vehicles
originated in the Eurasian steppe around 4500 BC. He
follows Stuart Piggott's estimation that the wheeled vehicle
was not invented until late in the fourth millennium, and that
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its diffusion through Europe occurred at the end of the fourth
or the beginning of the third millennium.
Mallory says that there is evidence of wheeled vehicles
in Mesopotamia by 3000 BC. He also says that there is
"abundant" evidence in the Pontic-Caspian region for carts
and wagons from at least 3000 BC onwards. Thus he
concludes that the Indo-Europeans were "at least one of the
candidates for the inventors of wheeled vehicles."
Benjamin Fortson says that the "earliest wheeled vehicles"
yet found among Proto Indo-European (PIE) speakers are
from 3300-3200 BC. Anthony says that words for wheeled
wagons and carts were already part of the PIE vocabulary by
3500, and that after 3400 "real evidence" begins to indicate
that vehicles were being used from the Russian steppes
through southern Poland into central Europe. But more
importantly, Anthony emphasizes the way in which this
technology, in combination with horseback riding, allowed
for a fuller utilization of the mobile nature of the pastoral
way of life.
These two new ways of transportation permitted PIE
speakers to become the most mobile peoples of the world;
the wagon, as Anthony says, was essentially a "mobile
home" permitting herders to migrate with their herds for
weeks and months, relying on tents, food, and water carried
in their wagons and carts. Horseback riding, for its part, was
a highly effective means of moving large herds, scouting for
pastures, trading, and raiding.
The economy that is reflected in the PIE vocabulary
includes Neolithic farming but not as a primary component;
in the Volga-Ural steppe, and also in the western steppe, there
are reasons to exclude agriculture as the main component, as
contrasted to the importance of stockbreeding. One already
encounters in the Proto-Indo-European vocabulary words
41
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associated not only with the original Neolithic Revolution
but with what Andrew Sherratt has termed the "Secondary
Products Revolution."
This revolution, which Sherratt dated to the period 35003000 BC, refers to the efficient exploitation of the "secondary
products" of domestic animals, dairy products (butter, milk,
and cheese), textiles (wool), as well as the harnessing of
animals to wheeled vehicles, the use of yokes, ploughs, and
the domestication and riding of horses. Sherratt believed
that this "secondary revolution" was derived from diffusions
from the Near East. M. Zvelebil and K. Zvelebil see a strong
link between the dispersal of Indo-Europeans in the period
4800-2500 BC and the coming and consolidation of the
"Secondary Products Revolution." But M. Zvelebil adds
that the Near Eastern farmers who brought the Neolithic way
of life into Europe were also the ones who introduced the
IE language. H. Craig Melchert, on the other hand, notes
that the farmers who moved from Anatolia to Greece about
9000 years ago (the ones Renfrew claims brought the IndoEuropean language into Europe) "did not know about wool,
wheels, yokes, or horses." Anthony accepts the idea that
there was a "Secondary Products Revolution," but rejects
Sherratt's thesis that it originated in the Near East. He argues
that dairying, horse domestication, and horse riding first
appeared in the steppes, and that wool sheep and wagons
were diffused conjointly across the Near East and Europe
between 3500-3000 BC.
By 7000 BC one finds pioneer farmers from the Near
East settling into Crete and Cyprus, and by about 6500/6000
one finds widespread Neolithic settlements in the Greek
mainland and in the southern Balkans. The development
of these farming communities further north into Europe,
accompanied by increasing population densities, growing
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size of villages, and the advancement of craft specialization
and copper metallurgy, continues uninterrupted until about
4000 BC. However, between 4500 BC and 4000 BC, there
are signs of persistent contacts with the peoples of the PonticCaspian region, and in the next millennia there are clear
indications of'sizable" intrusions of Indo-Europeans. While
there isn't enough evidence for "a substantial invasion," the
interrelation between the settled farming peoples and the
mobile pastoralists was not "entirely symmetrical," since
there was a tendency toward larger, fortified settlements in
the region. By the mid-3000s BC, there is evidence of a new
cultural horizon, dominated by Indo-European artifacts such
as a new ceramic characterized by shell-tempered wares
(replacing the traditional indigenous painted wares) as well
as the round burial mounds that are originally associated
with the steppes, containing a considerable string of daggers,
along with axes, awls, and rings made from silver, which is a
metal attributed specifically to Proto-Indo-Europeans.
By putting more emphasis on hybridization, Mallory
softens Gimbutas's vision of a purely warlike pastoral people
imposing its culture and causing the "collapse" of what
she believes was a more sophisticated Neolithic-Copper
Age culture of formerly settled farmers of Balkan origin.
Nevertheless, Mallory is clear that "what was sporadically
attested prior to 3000 BC swelled during the third millennium
to provide unequivocal evidence for a movement ofpopulation
from the Pontic-Steppe into the Balkans." Kurgan burials
now show up in Romania, Bulgaria, and former Yugoslavia,
where he also sees substantial evidence for the introduction
of the domestic horse, larger woolly sheep, and possibly
wheeled vehicles.
Although he does not frame these claims in terms of an
Indo-European expansion, Drews has noted that, by the end
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of the third millennium, the people of the Tripolye Culture,
forming the eastern fringe of the Balkan-Danube farming
cultures (long in close contact with the world of the nomadic
steppe herders) had turned from hoe agriculture to stockraising. He has also observed that, in the period between 2000
and 1700 BC, about one-fifth of the animal bones found in
Tripolye Culture sites are horse bones, "a fairly high figure
for a region outside the open steppe."
Contemporary scholars enjoy making sarcastic remarks
against the old notion of a "massive violent spread of IndoEuropean storm-troopers." What really happened was far
more significant in its consequences: not a single invasion
but a continuous, long-term intrusion by a highly mobile
and highly warlike people. The Indo-Europeanization
of the Balkans was thus a persistent process of arrivals of
new migrants from the Pontic-Caspian in such a way that
the Balkans would then work as a "staging area" for further
intrusions into Anatolia, Greece, and north-western Europe.
It was on occasion a straight military takeover but also a
gradual intrusive movement led not by plain farmers but by
horse-riders supported by a flexible (and healthier) pastoral
economy The fact that this economy was more nutritious
explains why the "physical anthropology of the deceased [in
the new Kurgan-style burial mounds] speaks of a population
that was more robust-appearing with males averaging up
to 10 centimeters taller than the native Eneolithic [Balkan]
population."
The PIE lexicon was rich with words for domesticated
animals in addition to the horse: cow, ox, bull, sheep,
ram, lamb, goat, dog, as well as words for ducks and pigs.
There are also words for coagulated or sour milk, butter,
and curds. Diakonoff says that the IE economy, as it was
located in the Balkans and the Danube basin (which he thinks
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was the original homeland of the Indo-Europeans) "must
have been an economy based on high grade agriculture and
animal breeding, which supplied milk and meat food for the
population in relative plenty."
By contrast, he reminds us that "the mass of Sumerians
and Akkadians had no meat or milk in their daily diet."
Anthony writes that pastoralism at large "produced plenty of
food—the average nomad probably ate better than the average
agricultural peasant in medieval China or Europe."
The next major "staging area" set up in the continent of
Europe is known as the Corded Ware Culture, dated between
3200-2300 BC. This culture came to occupy an extremely
wide territory across much of central-northern Europe. Some
specialists have questioned that this culture was linked to
pastoralists from the Pontic-Caspian region, one reason being
that the Corded Ware burials have been found to contain
battle axes not found in other Pontic-Caspian burials. This
misses the fact of cultural evolution and local adaptation.
The real resemblance lies in the singular presence
of weapons in the burials, which show that this was "an
essentially warlike" culture. Andrew Sherratt thinks that
the "battle axes...express the ideal of a society whose selfimage was not work but warfare." Although Sherratt does
not frame his views in terms of Indo-Europeans (once you
accept the ideology that the IE question is purely linguistic,
there is no need to mention them unless you are dealing with
linguistics) he calls the spread of Corded Ware culture and
its battle axes through northern and Western Europe, "one
of the largest and most revolutionary transformations of
European prehistory."
He also says that the "often rapid and catastrophic"
changes which occurred "after 3000 BC" with the spread of
the Corded Ware culture of plough farming, pastoralism, and
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battle axes "were accompanied by evident signs of tension
between the old and new patterns, as archaic structures based
on a static pattern of stone mortuary shrines were rapidly
replaced by more mobile ways of life."
It is worth contrasting the mobility of the Indo-Europeans
with what Sherratt sees as the "constrained" and "smallscale of activity" of the farming communities of Old Europe,
whose "efforts were often narrowly focused on fixed points
within the world which they had created."
The extension of the Corded Ware complex brought
"wider networks of social interaction" and greater
opportunities to "independent segments of society" for the
exchange of goods and livestock.
It is worth mentioning that older PIE languages typically
drew a distinction between movable and immovable wealth;
indeed in several languages "moveable wealth" became
specifically the word for livestock. Mallory, in fact,
thinks that the success of Indo-European languages over
the numerically superior languages of Old Europeans was
possibly due to the greater vitality and potential for growth
of the pastoral economy. He envisions a scenario in which
the native population became bilingual, speaking the IndoEuropean language in the market place, or at ceremonial
centers, in order to obtain better access to goods, status,
ritual, and security. The paths to social and material success,
and the transmission of this success to future generations, lay
in the pastoral way of life and the technology and nutrients
associated with the "secondary products revolution."
Diakonoff disagrees with the notion that there was a
"collision" or a "clash" between the Indo-Europeans and the
peoples of the Near East and Old Europe. He prefers the
quieter, less shocking term "language contacts." There is no
doubt that Gimbutas's vision of the Indo-Europeanization of
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Old Europe in terms of three massive waves of invasions by
violent and patriarchal peoples is flawed insofar as it ignores
demographic and economic processes of gradual infiltration
and displacement.
The successful spread of Indo-European languages
cannot be disassociated from the "secondary products
revolution." But it would be just as simplistic (and nai've) to
presume that horse-riding warriors were akin to modern-day
language teachers.
The next stage in the spread of Indo-Europeans further
westwards into Europe is associated with the "Bell-Beaker"
handleless drinking cups between 2800-1800 BC, which is
said to stand "for a whole new way of life" in the areas where
this culture appeared, from Scotland to Sicily.
This Bell-Beaker phenomenon was really an innovative
continuation into other parts of Europe of the Corded Ware
transformation which had began in Europe after 3000 BC
and which had brought about a "breakdown of traditional"
native ways of life and the "emergence of more mobile ways
of life." There are strong similarities between early BellBeakers and the Corded Ware culture. The following words
from Sherratt are worth citing at length:
69
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Like the Corded Ware vessels, these pots [BellBeakers] were also typically placed in single male burials,
often accompanied by weaponry and covered by a circular
mound. They thus represent a diaspora of continental northwest European practices among largely alien populations,
carrying the aggressive, individualizing ideology of
this area to new parts of Europe. Whereas Corded Ware
beakers were usually buried with stone battleaxes, BellBeakers are generally found with other weapons: daggers,
and archery equipment such as triangular barbed-flint
arrowheads and wrist guards of fine stone...This martial
image was perhaps completed by leather jerkins and later
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by woven fabrics, held by a belt with an ornamental stone
bone ring to secure it...Early Bell-Beakers display the
cords and thongs that distinguished their Corded Ware
predecessors; perhaps the later zone ornament, too, is
significant, for the Greek word zone means a belt, and
the elite of Greek warriors are still evzones, 'the wellbelted ones', while black belts still symbolize prowess in
the martial arts. The imagery of third-millennium Europe
was replete with such symbols, and Bell-Beaker graves
expressed the warrior values appropriate to a more mobile
and opportunistic way of life.
71

The Corded Ware culture, which had been expanding
during the earlier third millennium in central and northern
Europe, makes a "relatively sudden appearance" on the
western edge of Europe in the new but familiar form of BellBeakers later during the third and second millennium. This
expansion—typified in the spread of a culture of drinking,
feasting, and horses—is equally disruptive of the native
archaic societies as were the prior expansions by IndoEuropeans.
Sherratt also observes a "profound change in attitudes"
suggested by more colorful woolen clothing replacing the
older garments of skin and linen, new finery and jewelry,
new dress fashions, weapons with decorative elements, extra
"ostentation on the part of particular individuals,"
Meanwhile, later forms of Corded Ware continued to
spread on the North European Plain and Scandinavia, while
the Bell-Beakers continued to spread during the second
millennium, sometimes through gradual diffusion and
adaptation and sometimes through "prolonged struggle" with
older cultures—into Ireland, Brittany, the Alpine region,
Languedoc, Spain, Portugal, Corsica, Sicily and Sardinia.
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Editor's Note: Part Two will appear in the Fall journal.
Endnotes
For a work of synthesis reflecting this familiar perspective,
see Charles Freeman, The Greek Achievement: The Foundations
of the Western World (New York: Viking 1999). I am also drawing
generally from the works ofclassicists who deal with the beginnings
of Greek democracy, rather than with the "rise of the West," but
which nevertheless are seeking to understand the point at which
Greece started to become "western-like." See W. G. Forrest,
The Emergence of Greek Democracy (London: Weidenfeld and
Nicholson 1966); P.B. Mandeville, The Origins of Citizenship
in Ancient Athens (Princeton University Press 1990); and Walter
Donlan, The Aristocratic Ideal in Ancient Greece. Attitudes of
Superiorityfrom Homer to the end of the Fifth Century (Coronado
Press 1980).
Helen North, Sophrosyne: Self-Knowledge and Self-Restraint
in Greek Literature (Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1966).
On the relationship between democracy and rational
argument, see Geoffrey Lloyd's Magic, Reason and Experience
(Cambridge University Press 1979).
This book was first published in French in 2004 under
the title Qu 'est-ce que I 'Occident? It was translated in 2006 by
Kenneth Casler, by Duquesne University Press, with a Foreword
by Michael Novak. See pages 7-16.
Christian Meier, The Greek Discovery of Politics (Harvard
University Press 1990); Bruno Snell, The Discovery of the Mind.
The Greek Origins ofEuropean Thought (Harper 1960); R. Wearly,
The Birth ofRhetoric (Oxford 1996); Geoffrey Lloyd, Early Greek
Science: Thales to Aristotle (W. W. Norton 1970); Simon Goldhill,
The Invention of Prose (Cambridge University Press 2006). The
number of books tracing the "foundations" of Western culture to
Greek philosophers, historians, scientists, democrats, and artists is
immense. One classic work which refers to the Greeks of the polis
period as "the first Westerners" is Edith Hamilton, The Greek Way
(W. W. Norton [1930] 1942).
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Victor Davis Hanson, The Other Greeks. The Family Farm
and the Agrarian Roots of Western Civilization (University of
California Press, 1999: xi-xxiv). Today, classicists who admire
the intellectual legacy of ancient Greece, the qualities of "true
humanness," no longer ignore the "darker" sides. See Freeman,
The Greek Achievement, Paul Cartledge, The Greeks: A Portrait
of Self and Others (Oxford University Press 1993).
Victor Davis Hanson, The Other Greeks, 25-45, 179-318.
Bruce Thornton, Greek Ways: How the Greeks Created
Western Civilization (San Francisco: Encounter Books 2000: 91).
Ibid. 92, 110-114.
Ibid. 165.
Friedrich Nietzsche, The Genealogy of Morals. Trans.
Francis Golffing (New York: Anchor Books), 167.
In fact, the Homo sapiens sapiens associated with the "Upper
Paleolithic Revolution" in Europe, which started about 40,00035,000 years ago (BP), came from the Near East where they had
already emerged 50,000-60,000 BP. When Homo sapiens sapiens
migrated to Europe they replaced the Neanderthal populations
that had inhabited this part of Eurasia since about 200,000 BP. The
spread of farming across Europe from about 7000 to 4000 BCE
was both a result of colonization by incoming farmers from the
Near East and of assimilation of farming by native populations.
See Clive Gamble, "The Peopling of Europe, 700,000-40,000
Years before the Present;" Paul Mellars "The Upper Palaeolithic
Revolution;" and Alasdair Whittle, "The First Farmers," in Barry
Cunliffe, ed., The Oxford Illustrated History ofPrehistoric Europe
6

7

8

9
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(2001).

I shall address briefly in the forthcoming portion of this
paper the influence of the Indo-Iranians on India and Iran, which
was for some time considerable but ultimately diminished due to
its coexistence within a world of well-developed non-IE cultures
and civilizations.
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Almost all Europeans speak Indo-European languages,
with the exception of Finns, Estonians, Basques, Maltese and
Hungarians.
As cited in J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans.
Language, Archeology and Myth (Thames and Hudson 1989:
14

15

266).

J. Breasted, Ancient Times: A History of the Early World
(Boston: Ginn and Co. 1916: 174-75).
As cited in Robert Drews, The Coming of the Greeks. IndoEuropean Conquests in the Aegean and the Near East (Princeton
University Press 1988: 147). My italics.
To mention just a few examples: Grahame Clark's World
Prehistory, An Illustrated Third Edition (Cambridge University
Press 1977) does not even include the word "Indo-European."
Robert J. Wenke's Patterns in Prehistory, Humankind's first three
million years (Oxford University Press 1990) refers to IndoEuropeans only once (421), and it is by way of an endorsement of
Colin Renfrew's view (see below) that there were no IE invasions,
that the people of the Indus Plain were already Indo-European,
and that the spread of IE peoples was merely a matter of languages
and crops. Norman Davies allows them a few pages in his 1300plus page book, Europe, A History (Random House 1997), but he
also insists that Indo-European "refers essentially to a linguistic
category" (220).
David Christian, in his sweeping account of natural and
human history, Maps of Time: An Introduction to Big History
(California University Press 2004), recognizes the significant
role that "horse-riding pastoralists of the Inner Eurasian steppes"
played in facilitating the exchange of ideas, goods, and people,
but he restricts his praises to the Mongols and their "spectacular"
"campaigns of conquest." The one instance he uses the word "IndoEuropean" is to say that "Indo-European languages expanded,
probably from somewhere in modern Russia, to the borders of
China, to India, to Mesopotamia, and to Europe, carried by
pastoralist migrants" (339-40). Erik Hildinger completely ignores
the Indo-Europeans in his book, Warriors of the Steppe, A Military
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History of Central Asia, 500Bc to 1700 BC (Da Capo Press, 2001)
claiming (33) that "the Scythians and the related Sarmatians are
the first nomads of whom we have any real knowledge."
Colin Renfrew, Archeology and Language: The Puzzle of
Indo-European Origins (London 1987).
Colin Renfrew, "Archaeology and Linguistics: Some
Preliminary Issues." In When Worlds Collide: Indo-Europeans
and Pre-Indo-Europeans, eds. T. L. Markey and John Greppin.
(Karoma Publishers 1990: 21).
Renfrew, Archeology and Language, 7. For the latest effort
at condemning the study of Indo-Europeans, see Stefan Arvidsson,
Aryan Idols. Indo-European Mythology as Ideology and Science
(University of Chicago Press, 2006). Arvidsson accepts Renfrew's
thesis, ignores most of the recent research, and concentrates on
criticizing (yet again) the nineteenth century advocates of the
"Aryan," "Teutonic," and "Anglo-Saxon" heritage of Europe. His
conclusion is simple: "the discourse about the Indo-Europeans
was dependent on the most powerful movement of the nineteenth
century, imperialism" (310). He conveniently leaves out of his
bibliography the highly regarded study, to which I shall refer to
later, by the Jewish scholar, Emile Benveniste: Indo-European
Language and Society (University of Miami, 1973).
While this paper was under review, I read David Anthony's
The Horse, The Wheel, and Language: How Bronze-Age Riders
from the Steppes Shaped the Modern World (Princeton University
Press , 2007), which should now stand as the best one volume
work on the spread of Indo-European languages. In the time I
have to revise the current paper, I should make clear some of the
ways in which Anthony's book reinforces my general views, as
well as my differences.
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 178.
Ibid. 270-72.
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Marija Gimbutas, "The Collision of Two Ideologies." In
When Worlds Collide. Indo-Europeans and Pre-Indo-Europeans,
eds. T. L. Markey and John Greppin. (Karoma Publishers 1990).
Ibid. Marija Gimbutas, Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe
(Thames and Hudson 1982).
Ibid. See also her excellent refutation of Renfrew's thesis in
"Review of Archaeology and Language," Current Anthropology
29.3 (1988).
Margaret Conkley and Ruth Tringham, "Archeology and
the Goddess: Exploring the Contours of Feminist Archeology,"
in Feminisms in the Academy, eds. Domna Stanton and Abigail
Stewart (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press 1995).
Ibid. See also Jacques Leslie, "The Goddess Theory" Los
Angeles Times Magazine (June 11, 1989). It should be noted,
however, that Gimbutas does not argue that Old European
cultures were "matriarchal"; she says they were "matristic," "nonhierarchical," and "balanced".
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 185.
Anthony's book The Horse, The Wheel, and Language, does
argue that IE speakers, with their "revolutionary" innovations in
transportation—horseback riding, the heavy wagon, and spokewheeled chariots—were responsible for the creation of "a single
interacting system" of cross-cultural contacts across Eurasia,
which altered the dynamics of world history. Nevertheless,
Anthony does not link the Indo-Europeans to the "uniqueness"
of Western civilization. While he recognizes their military ethos,
and uses the term "military aristocracy," he does not single out the
Indo-Europeans as a warlike and aristocratic people.
Gordon V. Childe, The Aryans. A Study of Indo-European
Origins. (New York: Knopf 1926).
Thomas Gamkrelidze, "On the Problem of an Asiatic
Original Homeland of the Proto-Into-Europeans," in When Worlds
Collide. Indo-Europeans and Pre-Indo-Europeans. J. P. Mallory,
In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language, Archeology and
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Myth, 182. Renfrew makes the revealing observation that, after
the Nazis' use of the Aryan theme, "Childe subsequently avoided
all mention of this book The Aryans, although in fact it offered no
evidence in favor of the delusion of racial superiority and was very
careful to distinguish between language and culture and supposed
racial classifications." Archeology and Language, 4.
This may explain why Childe's What Happened in History
and Man Makes Himself are readily available and cited but not
The Aryans, although the latter is a more scholarly work. I agree
with Renfrew; while Childe does praise Indo-European languages
as "exceptionally delicate and flexible instruments of thought," he
rejects the idea that they were in possession of "a peculiar genius"
and concludes that the "lasting gift bequeathed by the Aryans.. .was
a more excellent language and the mentality it generated" (4, 21112). Anthony does not list this book in his otherwise exhaustive
bibliography, despite arguing that the research is now strong
enough that "we can reasonably go forward on the assumption
that this [the Pontic-Caspian steppes] was the homeland" (82).
Barry Cunliffe, in his latest book, Europe Between the
Oceans, 9000 BC—AD 1000 (Yale University Press, 2008), calls
this plain, the Middle European Corridor, and writes that "an
enterprising traveler could have made the journey along it [from
the Baltic to the Atlantic] comfortably in six months" (40).
Norman Davies, Europe. A History, 47-54.
This is what David Anthony has concluded in his The
Horse, The Wheel, and Language, 199-200. Before I read this
2007 book, I had used the conservative figure I found in H.W.F.
Saggs, Civilization Before Greece and Rome, according to which
the earliest evidence comes from the second half of the fourth
millennium (213). But, as we shall see, Anthony actually dates the
earliest evidence for horse-riding to around 3700-3500 BCE.
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 41,217.
H.W.F. Saggs, Civilization Before Greece and Rome, 213
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Azar Gat, War in Human Civilization (Oxford University
Press 2006), 201-05.
Ibid. 30, 77.
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 218.
Ibid. 270.
Benjamin W. Fortson, Indo-European Language and Culture
(Blackwell Publishing 2004: 38)
David Anthony, The Horse, The Wheel, and Language, 6373, 302, 325-25, 456-460. Anthony's arguments reinforce all the
arguments I made before I read his book.
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 217.
Andrew Sherratt, "Plough and Pastoralism: Aspects of the
Secondary Products Revolution," in Patterns of the Past: Studies
in Honor of David Clarke, eds. Ian Holder, Glynn Isaac and
Norman Hammond (Cambridge University Press 1981).
Marek Zvelebil and Kamil V. Zvelebil, "Agricultural
Transition, 'Indo-European Origins and the Spread of Farming," in
When Worlds Collide. Indo-Europeans and Pre-Indo-Europeans.
M, Zvelebil, "Demography and Dispersal of Early Farming
Populations at the Mesolithic-Neolithic Transition: Linguistic
and Genetic Implications," in P. Bellwood and C. Renfrew,
eds., Examining the Farming/Language Dispersal Hypothesis
(Cambridge 2003).
Cited in Michael Baiter, "Search for the Indo-Europeans."
Science Vol. 303 (27 February 2004).
David Anthony, The Horse, The Wheel, and Language, 74.
Cunliffe, Europe Between the Oceans, 9000 BC—AD 1000,
94-97.
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 234.
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Ibid. 239.
Robert Drews, The Coming of the Greeks, 80. Although
Anthony's arguments in The Horse, The Wheeled, and Language,
are far more detailed and not always in agreement with some of
the brief details I have outlined here, they in fact reinforce the
general view I adopted regarding the intrusive nature of the arrival
of IE speakers with kurgan graves and a pastoral way of life into
the Balkans starting about 4200 BC (225-259).
To be sure, already in the 1930s some IE scholars were
viewing the arrival of the Indo-Europeans as a drawn out sequence
of small-scale movements; Emile Benveniste had this to say at a
lecture he delivered in 1938: "In their diversity these [IE] invasions
have traits in common. They never involved vast movements of
warriors. They are rather hardy little groups, strongly organized,
founding their order on the ruin of established structures." Cited in
Calvert Watkins, How to Kill a Dragon: Aspects of Indo-European
Poetics. (Oxford University Press, 1995), 67.
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 240.
Benjamin W. Fortson, Indo-European Language and
Culture, 37.
Igor Diakonoff, "Language Contacts in the Caucasus and
the Near East," in When Worlds Collide. Indo-Europeans and PreIndo-Europeans. J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans.
Language, Archeology and Myth, 57.
David Anthony, The Horse, The Wheel, and Language,
460.
On second thought, I should say that speaking in terms of a
"second stage" in reference to the Corded Ware culture may be too
simplified a way of thinking about the spread of Indo-Europeans.
Having read David Anthony's detailed presentation of the many
phases and diverse cultures which made up the formation and
the spread of the IEs across the western and eastern steppes and
into Europe, the Corded Ware is best seen as a particular cultural
horizon or movement among others which included, first, the
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Sredni Stog culture which began in the Pontic-Steppes around 4400
and which lasted until about 3400. This culture is the "earliest"
one to be linked with kurgan burials which were not "communal"
but single mound graves which emphasized the achievements of
individuals. Another IE culture which emerged from this one was
the Suvorovo-Novo culture of about 4200-3900, which Anthony
thinks was the first one to migrate from the Dnieper steppes into
the northern edges of the Danube Delta.
But the movements were not only into Europe but also
eastwards, and so Anthony detects from about 3800 a migration
into the north Caucasus, which he associates with "ostentatious
chiefs" displaying gold-covered clothing and great quantities
of bronze weapons in their burials, a movement that came to be
expressed archeologically as the Maikop culture, dated to about
3700-3500, which became a conduit between the steppes and the
urban cultures of the Near East, and from which wagons may have
entered into the steppes, and horses into the south.
He also observes that a section of the Volga-Ural steppe
population migrated eastwards to the Altai region about 3800,
combined with, and leading to, a sequence of movements all the
way to the frontiers of China through long sequences of time.
But in particular, Anthony highlights the Yamnaya horizon as
the "first" IE culture to spread across the entire Pontic-Caspian
region between 3400-3200, and as the one culture which settled
into the lower Danube region by way of "a massive and sustained"
migration.
He says that this culture which settled in the Balkans could
have generated both the pre-Italic and pre-Celtic languages. He
also says that this culture bordered with the Corded Ware, which
had spread across northern Europe from the Ukraine to Belgium,
after 3000. The material culture of the Corded Ware was "mostly
native to northern Europe" but they too exhibited the mobile,
horse-riding, kurgan and warlike traits of the Yamnaya. He thinks
that the Corded Ware may have been the culture out of which
the Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic languages were eventually
cultivated.
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Andrew Sherratt, "The Transformation of Early Agrarian
Europe: The Later Neolithic and Copper Ages, 4500-2500 BC," in
Barry Cunlifee, ed., The Oxford Illustrated History of Prehistoric
Europe, 192.
Ibid. 193.
Ibid. 171.
Ibid., 200
Benjamin W. Fortson, Indo-European Language and
Culture, 19.
J. P. Mallory, In Search of the Indo-Europeans. Language,
Archeology and Myth, 259. Anthony elevates Mallory's argument
to a higher conceptual level, by emphasizing not just the higher
dynamism of the pastoral economy but the institution of patron/
client relations which aristocratic IE speakers promoted within
their expanding territories. These aristocrats were strong believers
in the sanctity of verbal contracts bound by oaths. These contracts
permitted IE speakers to incorporate outsiders (who came to
assimilate IE dialects) as clients who enjoyed rights of protection
in exchange for their services. Anthony also emphasizes the
creation of mutual obligations of "hospitality" between "guests"
and "hosts" as another way of incorporating outsiders into the IE
speaking and pastoral network (303, 341-42).
Igor Diakonoff, "Language Contacts in the Caucasus and
the Near East," in When Worlds Collide. Indo-Europeans and PreIndo-Europeans, 53
Much as Gimbutas speaks of the "masculine world...of
the Indo-Europeans... [that] was superimposed" upon the Old
Europeans, and of the "earliest European civilization [that] was
savagely destroyed by the patriarchal element," she is very clear
that the "Old European" mythical imagery and religious practices
"lingered in the substratum which nourished further European
cultural developments;" see The Goddesses and Gods of Old
Europe (University of California Press, 2007), 238. Elsewhere
she writes, "what is understood today as 'Western civilization' is
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derived from the merging of the two;" in "Review of Archaeology
and Language," 340.
It is also unclear to me how Gimbutas's outlook can be
fitted into current academic feminism insofar as she portrays
the Old European world of goddesses as a "society dominated
by the mother," by fertility, and by the new born child—not as
a matriarchal order, but as a culture"in which all resources of
human nature, feminine and masculine, were utilized to the full
as a creative force," see The Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe,
236-38. It is unclear because the "masculine" element and the
mothering-child rearing element are discouraged by academic
feminists. I also question the argument that women would have
likely played a minimal, very laborious, and undignified role in
a highly warlike society where manly virtues predominated, and
I would question this argument even more in a Western culture
in which some ofthe mythical values ofOld Europe were preserved.
This fusion of values may be behind the following observation
by Tacitus, which may be deemed anecdotal but is still telling:
"These [women and children] are the witnesses whom each man
reverences most highly, whose praise he most desires. It is to their
mothers and wives that they go to have their wounds treated, and
the women are not afraid to count and compare the gashes." "It
stands on record that armies already wavering and on the point
of collapse have been rallied by the women, pleading heroically
with their men, thrusting forward their bared bosoms, and making
them realize the imminent prospect of enslavement..." "[T]hey
believe that there resides in women an element of holiness and a
gift of prophesy; and so they do not scorn to ask their advice, or
lightly disregard their replies." "The woman must not think that
she is excluded from aspirations to manly virtues or exempt from
the hazards of warfare." Tacitus, The Agricola and The Germania
(Penguin Books [1948] 1987: 107, 108, 116). Here is another, if
somewhat over-stated and Roman-centric, passage from Ammianus
Marcellinus: "A whole group of foreigners would not be able to
withstand a single Gaul if he called his wife to his assistance who is
usually very strong and with blue eyes; especially when, swelling
her neck, gnashing her teeth, and brandishing her sallow arms of
enormous size, she begins to strike blows mingled with kicks, as
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/ccr/vol60/iss60/4
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if they were so many missiles sent from the string of a catapult."
Cited in Nora Chadwick, The Celts (Penguin books 1974: 50).
Andrew Sherratt, "The Emergence of Elites: Earlier Bronze
Age Europe, 2500-1300 BC," in Barry Cunlifee, ed„ The Oxford
Illustrated History of Prehistoric Europe, 250
Ibid. 252.
Ibid. 254-56.
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